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The charismatic sand tiger shark (STS; Carcharias taurus) is a focal 

species in aquaria. Unfortunately, STS reproduce poorly in managed care, 

with only 27 pregnancies in 7 aquaria globally. In addition, previous studies 

alleged that directional bias in swimming pattern, aquarium habitat size, 

and nutrition were linked to spinal deformities of STS in aquaria. The 

objectives of this study include examining whether swimming patterns and 

space use are related to spinal deformity, and how group size affects 

reproductive behavior.

Methods

Behavioral Observations

• 42 STS in 11 habitats to date

• Data collected using ZooMonitor, an app provided by Lincoln Park Zoo

• Six ten-minute observation sessions per week

• Recorded shark location, along with swimming pattern, depth and speed, 

at one-minute intervals

• Recorded all occurrences of reproductive and aggressive behaviors

• Recorded water temperature, photoperiod, unusual events, last dive and 

last feed times, and crowd size

• Inter-observer reliability >90%

• Observations are conducted for 12-20 months and thus are on-going in 

seven of the habitats

Data Analysis

• Spatial data analyzed and graphed using ArcMAP 10.6

• Home range, defined by 95% probability contours, and core range, 

defined by 50% probability contours, were calculated for each shark 

using the Spatial Analyst toolbox

• Pivot tables were used to generate frequency summaries of swim 

patterns and reproductive behaviors

Spinal Survey

• Distributed to facilities participating in the STS Species Survival Plan®

• Responses for assessing the incidence of spinal deformity were returned 

for 94% (159/170) of the STS in the United States and Hong Kong

Introduction Results: Space Use & Reproductive Behavior

Conclusions

• The estimated incidence of spinal deformity decreased from 26% 

(Anderson et al., 2012) to 5% in the last eight years despite 76% of STS 

exhibiting directional bias. Behavioral data do not support an association 

between a directional bias in swim pattern and spinal deformity.

• Most STS use an unimpeded swimming pattern around the habitat rather 

than maneuvering in oblique or random patterns.

• STS utilize the top portions of most habitats where swimming space is 

unobstructed.

• Housing STS in a group might be more conducive to reproduction, 

especially to promote female reproductive behavior. This finding is 

compelling because aggregations of STS are known to occur off the 

North Carolina coast.
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Results: Spinal Deformity & Space Use

Results: Reproductive Behavior

A male and female sand tiger shark just prior to copulation. Photo: Ripley’s Aquarium of the Smokies

• 8/159 (5%) STS were reported to have spinal deformity in the survey. 

• 41/42 (98%) of the observed STS swim in clockwise or counter-

clockwise circular patterns rather than oblique or random movements.

• 32/42 (76%) STS exhibit directional bias (i.e., swim >50% of 

observations in one direction; Fig. 1).

• Only 2 STS with directional bias have spinal deformity (Fig. 1).
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Females and males in groups were engaged in reproductive behaviors 

(number/hours of observation) seven and five times more often, 

respectively, than those in pairs between 1 March-30 June (Table 1).

Table 1. Frequency (#/hr) of reproductive behaviors observed among STS 

housed in mixed-sex habitats as part of a pair or group.

Reproductive Behavior
• Data support a spring–early summer breeding season for STS in North America.

• 83% of STS-STS aggressive behavior and 69% of reproductive behavior to date occurred during the months of March-June.

• Bite marks associated with copulatory behavior were recorded at Ripley’s, Roanoke Island, Minnesota Zoo, and Marineland March-June (Table 1).

• Ripley’s home range maps show strong avoidance of 1205’s core area by 801 and some avoidance of 801’s home range by 1205 (Fig. 4). Male 801 displayed 

reproductive behavior <1/hr during the breeding season while 1205 exhibited reproductive behavior the most frequently (Table 1). Spatial overlap is observed among 

the other Ripley’s males and in six other habitats holding multiple males.

Fig. 3. Home range (green) and core range 

(yellow) map of a female sand tiger shark, 

illustrating primary use of habitat perimeters. 

Habitat volume is 700,225 L (185,000 gal). 

Fig. 2. Map of home range (green) and core range 

(yellow) of a male sand tiger shark. Habitat volume is 

16.1 million L (4.3 million gal).

Fig. 4. Home range (green) and core range (yellow) map of Ripley’s males 1205 (left), 801 (right). Habitat volume is 2.8 million L (750,000 gal).

Copulating sand tiger sharks.

Photo: Dan Peterson

Photo: Tanya Houppermans

Space Use
• 35/42 (83%) of the observed STS swim in the top two-thirds of their habitats.

• Furniture (e.g., rockwork, shipwrecks) or other dominant species (e.g., hammerhead sharks) obstruct the bottom space of 8/11 habitats, while the upper 

portions allow unimpeded swimming.

• In the three habitats where STS did prefer the bottom third of the water column, there were either no swimming impediments, or rockwork was segmented 

with space to swim in between. In fact, neither STS in one habitat utilized the upper left habitat quadrant, which would necessitate swimming up to a depth 

of 15’ (from 18-27’) to get over a tunnel along the bottom of the habitat (Fig. 2).

• Sharks in seven habitats primarily utilized the habitats’ perimeters, making use of the longest, continuous swimming lines (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. Number of STS with and without spinal deformity exhibiting no or 

varying degrees of directional bias.

Shark Group Size Frequency 

1205 M 9 6.7 
Grace* 7 6.5 
1207 F* 9 5.7 
Wolverine* 4 5.7 
Bruce* 4 5.4 
Number 2* 7 5.0 
1301 F* 9 5.0 
901 F* 9 4.3 
Caroline* 4 4.2 
Storm* 4 3.4 
Cleo 7 3.3 
Mystic* 7 3.0 
1403 F* 9 2.5 
Osiris 7 2.5 
Number 1 7 2.3 
Cato 7 2.0 
401 M 9 1.1 
1204 M 9 1.1 
801 M* 9 0.7 
Jolene 2 0.6 
Dean 2 0.6 
Situation* 2 0.5 
Big Girl* 2 0.5 
1201 M 9 0.2 

 *Involved in confirmed or likely copulation attempt


